
Van Shea Sedita: Human Centered Designer

van@vanshea.com https://www.linkedin.com/in/vanshea/
Designer & Strategist, Facilitator, Systems Thinker, Educator, Inventor and Empathic Instigator

Accomplished human-centered designer with an instinct for connecting customer experience
with enterprise service needs. Idea generator and facilitator, who identifies challenges and then
defines solutions that create positive service-wide change.

Career Highlights

➔ Collaborated on a patent for Capital One inventing a gesture-based interaction for smart
home devices and individuals with special accessibility needs

➔ Independently developed design culture improvements, increasing effectiveness across
100’s of siloed designers and developers

➔ Catalyst and stakeholder for starting User Experience curriculum for continuing education
students for New York University, teaching 50+ students per year

Professional Overview

Service Design Lead for Client Experience, M&T Bank | Hybrid | August 2021 — present

● Lead and mentor cross-functional problem solvers, creating research themes with
customers, service design blueprints, journey maps, and a Northstar vision enabling the
business to project $7MM in immediate savings

● Tell journey-based stories grounded in quantifiable data and in-depth customer and
stakeholder interviews with C-suite executives, enabling their agreement on vision with
a budget buy-in of $5MM+ in staffing alignments

● Lead qualitative data-based decision-making for internal Commercial Bank system
problems, providing a clear definition of how to improve tools and processes through
strategic, structural, infrastructural, training, or incentive-based ideas

User Experience Strategist for Client Experience, Vanguard | 2018 — July 2021

● Facilitated strategy for siloed stakeholders’ alignment on design and product vision for
enterprise authentication in mobile and large screen app, serving 3MM clients.

● Directed world-class design solutions in a dual-track agile environment for
authentication as well as experimental omnichannel capabilities, earning $5MM NPV

● Created design critique culture fostering an interdisciplinary community of practice
enabling 100+ technologists, designers, and journey owners to collaborate and learn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vanshea/
https://patents.google.com/patent/EP3267291A2/en
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Lead Product Designer, ConsenSys | 2017 — 2018

Strategized and implemented design to enable understanding of the Ethereum Blockchain
technology capabilities through workshops that set the aesthetic and content foundations for
Token Foundry and other blockchain projects.

Principal User Experience Designer, Capital One | Wilmington, DE | 2014 — 2017

● Connected business intent to customer need with new intuitable experiences
contributing to approximately $7M in new revenue in under 60 days

● Facilitated ethnographic studies with 30+ customers, 18 in 2 weeks, enabling
one-on-one feedback and collaboration, resulting in faster research synthesis and
higher quality deliverables

● Represented Consumer Bank in Adaptive Path.Org BarnRaise, and speaking
engagements leading to mentorship and recruitment opportunities

Adjunct Instructor & UX Curriculum Advisor, New York University | 2009 — 2016

● Curriculum developed for continuing education courses in under 60 days
● Taught, facilitated, and or served as program judge for UX Design

and Visual Design

Certifications

Human Factors International: Certified Experience Analyst, Certified Usability Analyst
Luma Institute: Certified Facilitator

Volunteer Experience

National Alliance on Mental Illness, Delaware: Board Member 2016 — present

Education

B.F.A. in Communication Design; Pratt Institute; Brooklyn, New York - October 2002
B.A. in Liberal Arts; Hofstra University; West Hempstead, New York - June 1998

http://www.vanshea.com/portfolio/design-and-strategy-for-consensyss-token-foundry/
https://medium.com/capitalonedesign/barnraise-what-happens-when-designers-and-nonprofits-spend-a-weekend-working-together-d579e9e8addf
https://www.sps.nyu.edu/professional-pathways/courses/UXDX1-CE9002-user-experience-ux-design-i.html

